
SHORT SUMMARY BACONS ESSAYS

Complete summary of Francis Bacon's Essays. eNotes plot summaries cover all the significant action of Essays.

Moreover, the subject matters he discusses in his writing style are all based on the real life and the reader
found an epigrammatic wisdom in it. Thereby, studies support a person in professional life. He wrote many
essays which till today receives appreciation and is up to date. In spite of sufficient awareness, the human
beings still associate a lot of superstitions and mix it with vanity. We either assign abstract terms or give name
to things that exist only in our minds. If we set out to verify this fact, and we find one garment in a particular
shop that is dirty and has a hole in it, our entire theory and research up to that point become nullified. He after
arguing about the terrifying side of the death mentions that the death has a bright side, too. Contentious
learning or vain altercations : Contentious learning refers to excessive contestation amongst those deeply
entrenched in a particular academic discipline, including arduous arguments about the most minute,
inconsequential details, which ultimately lead to no fruitful gain. The enquiry of truth, knowledge of truth and
belief of truth are compared with the enjoyment of love. All the arguments in the essay pertain to the single
main idea, truth. He was a consistent opponent of the ornate rhetorical mstyle favored by many Renaissance
humanists. If he wants wisdom, history can help him. Moreover, by wounding the legs severely, one could die
suffering less pain. In short, this essay is enough to regard him as the father of English prose. His contributions
to learning and classification of knowledge, and his dedication to the same is highly commendable. Further, he
uses concise sentences, similes, and Latin phrases to strengthen his stance. If he wants imaginative powers, his
concern should be poetry. These innate faults are of the tribe, because they come to us at birth, and are
common to all humans, not necessarily acquired through exposure to a given set of experiences. His writing
style is aphoristic which means a compact, condensed and epigrammatic style of writing. It actually improves
the mentality of a person. Fantastical learning or vain imaginations : Fantastical learning is simply beliefs,
ideas and arguments without strong basis in practical and scientific reality. Aphorisms are straightforward
statements that state a truth. The essay, Of Death, is full of the richness of content and meaning. Bacon argues
about the advent of the death on a man from a totally different perspective.


